If you love reading and you love a challenge, you’re going to love the Library’s Winter Reading Challenge for adults. It runs January 2–February 29, 2020. Complete at least 5 of these 15 reading challenges, give your completed challenge form to a librarian at any library branch or Mobile Library checkout desk, and you will receive a prize for being a Winter Reading Master! Be sure to write the title and author next to the challenges you complete!

**LISTEN TO A BOOK**

**TEACHES YOU SOMETHING NEW**

**GRAPHIC NOVEL OR COMIC BOOK**

**FIRST IN A SERIES**

**IN ANOTHER TIME OR PLACE**

**RECOMMENDED**

**AUTHOR NEW TO YOU**

**OUTSIDE YOUR COMFORT ZONE**

**UNDER 200 PAGES**

**MADE INTO A MOVIE**

**ALWAYS MEANT TO READ**

**RETELLING OF A STORY**

**SET IN AN IMAGINARY WORLD**

**AUTHOR OF COLOR**

**WINTER SETTING**

---

**TITLE/AUTHOR**

__________________________  __________________________  __________________________

Name  Phone  Email

Home library branch

I would like to receive the monthly Library Newsletter via email.  □ yes  □ no

Need help getting started on the challenge? Ask a librarian for a booklist!
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